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Hi, it's Eric again. In this video, I want to share with you how you can get the most from your 
Off-the-Mat practices, where you'll be invited to take your yoga off your yoga mat and into 
your daily life.  
 
This is the place, in the real world, that yoga can bring you your biggest opportunity for real 
and life-altering transformation. 

You know, I like to remind my students that an advanced yoga practice, is not measured by 
how difficult the postures are, even though many people might think that to be the case. But 
rather, it's measured by how far your practice extends off your mat.  
 
I mean, let's face it. What good is standing on your head if you're a distracted, anxious wreck 
in every corner of your life. 

And this is why your Off-the-Mat practices are such a critical piece of your BrightLife yoga 
journey. And it's also where most yoga practitioners get off track.  
 
Think about it. Most of us, we go to yoga class maybe once or twice, sometimes even three 
times a week. And while we're there, we mindfully do our centering and our postures and 
our breathing, but then once it's over, we're right back out into the world and—into our 
hurried and distracted selves. 
 
Despite our best intentions to bring our yoga with us, we find ourselves anxious or 
overwhelmed or worse. But it's not our fault. 

Because the fact is it's really hard to break the mental patterns, that rule, and that can 
sometimes ruin, our lives. And this is what your Off-the-Mat practice is going to be all about: 
breaking free from sabotaging habits and patterns. 

Now, each week at our live satsang, I'll be giving you a new yoga practice, experiment or 
investigation to perform off your mat, in your real life.  
 
You'll use a simple fill in the blank journal, like the one you see here, to conduct these fun 
and fascinating exercises that will awaken insights, repattern old habits, and invite more and 
more ease and joy into every corner of your life. 

These journals together with your other practice resources will be posted in your BrightLife 
Members Site.  
 
Now, to get the very most from your Off-the-Mat practices here are a few tips.  
 
First, if you can: print your journal pages out, put pen to paper, and fill them out. And, of 
course, do the exercises during your day. 



Each one is designed to take less than 10 minutes a day.  
 
Now, this is not to say that you need to do them well every single day. But please, do 
remember that the more sincerely and regularly you engage, the more you'll benefit.  

Second, share your experience. If you notice an enlightening shift in your behavior, let us 
know about it. Unsure how exactly to conduct a specific exercise or investigation? Ask us. 
Surprise yourself with a new “aha” moment? Shout it out.  
 
The fact is, is that when we work together, we all grow together.  
 
Now the best place to do this kind of sharing is in our] private members-only Facebook 
group, where everyone can benefit from a question or a share. 

But of course, if the issue is too sensitive for the group, send me an email. I'm here to help in 
any way I can. 

 

And last, but, oh my goodness, certainly not least, be playful. Be curious. Be light about your 
journey. Don't become serious about “fixing” this or “correcting” that.  
 
Just let yourself be light-hearted and interested in how you feel, and excited about the 
possibilities that your growing yoga skills, and your growing awarenesses represent for 
you—and ultimately for everyone in your life. 

 


